Abstract: Quantum noise in ultrasensitive measurements such as gravitational-waves interferometers is drastically modified by quantum feedback. We show that a local control of mirror motion can lock the mirror and reduce quantum effects of radiation pressure.
modified by quantum feedback. We show that a local control of mirror motion can lock the mirror and reduce quantum effects of radiation pressure.
Quantum fluctuations of light limit the ultimate sensitivity of optical measurements such as gravitational-waves interferometers. Phase noise reduces the sensitivity in the length measurement whereas intensity noise displaces the mirrors through radiation pressure fluctuations. We present a new technique to increase the sensitivity of the measurement, based on a reduction of radiation pressure effects by a local control of mirror motion. We propose to use such a quantum feedback to reduce the mirror displacements without degrading the phase noise.
Recent experiments have shown that it is possible to reduce mirror motions such as thermal noise by cold damping techniques. The motion is measured with an optomechanical sensor based on an optical Fabry-Perot cavity and controlled by a feedback loop applying a viscous force on the mirror. We have theoretically shown that this technique can be extended to the quantum regime and allows to cool down the mirror to zero temperature[']. The resulting mirror motion then corresponds to the ground-state quantum fluctuations.
We show that this approach can be extended to freeze the mirror motion in an interferometer ['] . A local optomechanical sensor made of the mirror itself and another reference mirror is used to measure the mirror displacements. A feedback loop then locks the mirror position with respect to the reference mirror. We analyze the back-action effects of the local sensor and show that quantum limits can be transferred from the sensor measurement to the interferometric one. For a proper choice of the feedback loop, this quantum transfer greatly reduces radiation pressure effects in the interferometric measurement without degrading the sensitivity limits induced by the phase noise. We discuss the implementation of this technique in interferometers such as gravitational-wave interferometers and the sensitivity curve of the controlled interferometer.
